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Dear ABC,

Thanks for choosing http://www.indastro.com

We have been providing Astrology Consultation and advice on true Vedic principles since the year 2000. Over 
two million customers have benefited with our free and premium services till date. We have prepared Budh-
Aditya Yoga analysis report with 20 years Scan:

What is Budhaditya Yoga?

Budhaditya Yoga is a life-modifying and destiny-changing Yoga that is formed when Sun and Mercury come 
together in a birth horoscope. 

1.
Effects of Budhaditya Yoga:
Budhaditya yoga brings out all the positivity of one’s intellectual and physical energy to the fullest extent and 
allows use of these energies to be applied onto one’s observations, perceptions, thoughts, speech and actions in
such manner that one attains various skills, some of them quite rare, a sharp intellect, finely discerning ability, 
good reputation, personal respect and also all material comforts and happiness. 

2.
How the Budhaditya yoga forms & which houses are involved in your birth chart in its formation:
In your horoscope, Sun-Mercury combination forms in Scorpio sign in the 3rd house from your ascendant Virgo 
and in the 6th house from Moon sign Gemini.
Your Sun is extremely weak and has close to zero digbala [directional strength – hence totally inactive to offer 
good results] and has nearly zero auspiciousness with only 12% residential strength.
Sun is placed in Scorpio, a watery and secret sign – a sign entirely opposite to the nature of Sun.
Sun is also free from negative influence of the nodes [hence any possibility of Pitru Dosha is eliminated].
Additionally, Sun’s location in 3rd house from ascendant and in the 6th house from Moon acts to undermine him 
much in any possible positivity in the areas of personal health, financial loss, possibility of enmity, obstructions 
and debts.
Mercury too is quite weak and inauspicious but has good directional strength.
However the malefic aspect of Mars on Mercury nearly nullifies all his goodness.
Together Sun conjunct Mercury will offer quite low level of positive results of the yoga.
The formation of the yoga in the 6th house from your Moon sign can promote debts despite good wealth, and can
cause less immunity against health issues.
The formation of the yoga in 3rd house from ascendant can offer some wealth and a few good friends.

3.
Principles on which Budhaditya Yoga operates:
Budhaditya Yoga operates on the principle of combining the mutually beneficial effects of Sun and Mercury in a 
birth chart.
Sun, the source of life energy and Mercury, the planet of intellect, together combine the life-giving energy of Sun 
with the discretionary power of Mercury resulting into a yoga that makes the native an intelligent, discerning, 
creative, intellectual individual, and thus a socially well known, prosperous and praiseworthy person. 
Obvious that such combination of these two planets – Sun and Mercury - is extremely lucky to have as it brings 
success, status, financial well being, power and respect in the society.
However the extent and quality of the good effects of this yoga will depend on the quality and trend of the entire
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 horoscope along with the individual and collective strength and auspiciousness of Sun and Mercury and also the
nature of their lordships and their placement in any horoscope.

For best results both Sun and Mercury should be in strong and favorable signs and houses, while none of them 
should be in debilitation signs or should not get any malefic association or aspect while Mercury should not be 
too close to Sun.
This yoga gives better good results when Mercury is behind Sun and is placed within 14 Degrees of Sun [as is 
the case in your chart].
If it is below 3 degrees or above 27 degrees from Sun – the yoga results are negligible.
Retrograde Mercury in birth chart can somewhat restrict the good effects of this yoga away from the fullest 
fructification.
Further the current Mahadasa and sub dasa should be friendly with these two planets and also favorable for the 
specific ascendant of the native. 

4.
How to best Harness Budhaditya Yoga:
For effectively utilizing any yoga, you will need to show respect to and follow the preferences and inclinations of 
the planets forming the yoga.
Sun rules soul, order, power, authority and superiors while he demands honesty, generosity, discipline, 
obedience and hard work.
As the lord of your 12th house from ascendant, Sun rules various losses, poor soul power, debts, ill health and 
less success in sex life.
From Moon sign, Sun rules the 3rd house of immediate environment, social life, initiative, attitude, short travels 
and younger siblings.
Thus you must soulfully strive to handle well people in your working life [especially seniors] and in social life, 
various losses and debts, overall discipline in life and career, sex and marital life and try to ensure the maximum 
possible satisfaction of the authorities, growth of popularity and restrict loss of money and personal image, and 
good relation with all -- at work, at home and also in society.
Avoid differences everywhere.
Mercury rules intelligence, analytical power, creativity, and communication and investment decisions.
Mercury rules the first house from Moon sign and also from ascendant.
These indicate all events and matters of your life and these will be nearly entirely dependent on what you do and 
what you do not do in handling yourself and all things and people related to you.
To utilize this point and make gains from them and to avoid losses, you must be not selfish, practice good 
listening, use appropriate speech, control over various desires and expenses and avoidance of speculative and 
hasty investments and control over indulgences through friends and others. 
If you take the above actions, you may get some benefit from the yoga during the next twenty years [till 31 Mar 
2036] even though the yoga is very weak and even adverse for its main purpose and even though the main 
period of Mercury runs till 14 Jul 2024.

5.
Suggestions on what to avoid:
Avoid over indulgence in any area of life and also avoid all negative thoughts and actions.
Stay on the right side of rules and principles.
Avoid all shortcuts, optimizations and rationalizations as these may look smart and appear quite tempting, but 
are basically capable of harming you acutely and at the most inconvenient time. 
Take care to avoid projecting unsolicited ideas and suggestions, especially to seniors at home or at work.
DO NOT invest in speculative areas.
DO NOT BORROW MONEY FOR ANY REASON.
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Stay careful to choose your associations as chance of fraud by them can be quite strong.

6. Remedies:
Worship Sun every morning after bath by pouring out water.
Chant “Om Adityay Namah” during worship of Sun.
Keep a glass of water at your bedside near your head at night. 
Pour this water at the feet of a Peepal tree in the morning.
Read or listen to Sri Vishnu Sahashranama Stotra daily.

7.
Times in life when Budhaditya Yoga effects would manifest:
The next twenty years till 31 Mar 2036 will cover a part of the main period of Mercury [till 14 Jul 2024]. 
Within these 20 years you will see sub periods of Sun during 10 Feb 2026 to 17 Jun 2026 and 14 Nov 2034 to 13
Nov 2035.
Sub period of Mercury will operate only during 18 Jul 2030 to 14 Jul 2031.
Since these yoga periods are too small and they do not enjoy any significant good effects of the yoga [as 
explained above], no meaningful scanning of the next twenty years will be useful if it is based only on these 
periods or on this yoga.
The scan is therefore given based on your entire horoscope and the prominent transits that will offer important 
effects in your life till 31 Mar 2036.

Till 27 Oct 2017:
It is a mixed but basically a favorable period.
Growth in business will occur well from after Aug 2016.
Income will increase and good investment of recycling of profits can be done.
Save as much as possible as you will need extra money soon.
Social life will be good but occasional.
Avoid extension of social life.
Some differences in marital life will occur but should be avoided.
Happiness of or from progeny is not expected.
Occasionally disturbed health is seen.

Till 25 Jan 2020:
Progress will be steady.
Take care of wrong decisions in business dealings.
You may face problems if you act beyond rules and regulations.
Major rise in expenses through matters related to home, residence, any other property or on your mother.
Control needless expenses and risky investments.
Domestic issues will be difficult to handle.
Health of self and spouse may suffer through common ailments.

Till 30 Apr 2022:
This is a thoroughly mixed period but much more negative than positive.
Astama Sani will run now.
Problems with funds and authorities in business are expected.
Many unexpected yet unavoidable demands for funds will develop.
Take care to choose the right one to meet and avoid others.
Problems in marital life can increase.
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Health of spouse will decline.
Handle all issues with calmness.

Till 30 Mar 2025:
Comparatively better period is seen for business.
Improvement will be slow due to slow availability of necessary fund.
But there can be some legal problems too.
Thus you should be alert to avoid these.
Per se gains from business will increase.
This is the right time to save these in conservative manner.
Home life will get better but health of spouse can cause anxiety.
Your own health will remain basically normal.

Till 24 Feb 2028:
Good period for business.
Change in line of business or expansion of area of business is expected.
Slow but good growth of profits will occur.
Save as very much as possible since you will need more money in the future years.
Domestic life will be stable but health of spouse will decline further.
You will have a tough time managing her health and business together.
Avoid undue anxiety and stress to maintain good health.

Till 18 Apr 2030:
This is a much gainful period but many unexpected expenses will be unavoidable [Astama Sani from ascendant].
You will not get any financial support from any quarter.
Gains and losses will even out.
Health of spouse improves gradually.
Domestic life too will get better.
Personal health will remain affected by many common ailments.

Till 30 May 2032:
Problems with government or with others having any control in your business will occur strongly.
You may have to spend money to sort these out.
Income from business will not rise.
Overall expenses on business and family will be more.
You will be able to manage but some degree of financial stringency will be possible.
Some money will go out due to renewal of some of your earlier association in social life.
Try to avoid these.
Domestic peace will be less than average while you will need to spend more for spouse.
Indifferent health will operate for both of you.

Till 14 Jul 2034:
Major changes will have to be made in your business due to change of rules and other situations.
These will not affect you negatively.
But income will certainly slow down.
Avoid taking others’ advice on money matters.
Go slow in all actions.
Your mind will be unstable and so take care to think well before making major decisions.
Domestic life will be unstable and you must talk and act with forethought and care.
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Some significant differences may resume
Indifferent health is seen for both of you.

Till 31 Mar 2036:
This is a mixed period and is to be handled with calm intelligence.
New source of fund and new opportunity of investing this money will develop well.
These will push you towards much activity to opt for expansion.
On the other hand expenses for spouse and family will rise suddenly and will remain steady.
You will need to strike a balance between these two.
Take care of your spouse’s health as this will assume much importance now.
Domestic equation will remain good and healthy yet occasional differences can get strong.
Your health too will come under stress.
Go slow in all matters and choose the right action slowly.
DO NOT make any avoidable commitment in any matter.

    
Best Regards,
 

Pt. Punarvasu

 

Click here to upgrade your Membership. Upgrading to Paid Membership will get you monthly consultations at 
huge discount and many other benefits. 

 

You may also like:

Detailed Horoscope Reading 

Career Analysis Report

Composite Astrology report   (a more than 40 page life report for you)

   Web chat consultation with Pt. Punravasu

 

Please Note: All predictions and opinion provided are based on the birth data provided by the querist. Any 
discrepancy or doubt about the birth details can render the entire opinion unreliable.
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You may also be interested is
Our other Consultation related reports

         Specific questions Career-questions  
Health –questions Urgent Questions  
Love Questions

www.indastro.com
Indianet Consultants,

D-19 & 31, South Extension - 1, 
New Delhi- 110049, India.

Tel: +91 11 2465 4365,
ccare@indastro.com

Now Consult Our Astrologer Live on Phone/Video/Web Chat
For Personal Consultation. Click Here
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